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Cascade rubber dams fall discharge calculation and analysis

Qinghua Zhang and Yanfang Diao

Abstract: Cascade rubber dams fall discharge calculation and analysis is of great importance to formulate reasonable operation and control schemes of cascade rubber dams. This paper, on the principles of weir flow and water balance, puts forward single and cascade rubber dams fall discharge calculation method that facilitates cascade rubber dams fall discharge process and maximum discharge. This paper, by sample calculation of cascade rubber dams fall discharge, analyses rubber dam fall velocity, duration and other factors that influence maximum discharge and has discovered the law of cascade rubber dams fall maximum discharge.
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Résumé : Le calcul et l’analyse des décharges en chute de vannes gonflables en cascade sont très importants dans la formulation d’une exploitation raisonnable et des schémas de commande valables pour des vannes gonflables en cascade. Le présent article est basé sur les principes de l’écoulement en déversoir et l’équilibre hydrique et il avance une méthode de calcul des débits en chute libre pour les vannes gonflables simples et en cascade; cette méthode facilite le processus de décharge en chute libre des vannes gonflables en cascade et permet un débit maximum. Cet article, par le calcul d’échantillons de débits en chute libre des vannes gonflables en cascade, analyse la vitesse de chute de la vanne gonflable, la durée et d’autres facteurs qui influencent la décharge maximale. Nous avons découvert la loi de décharge maximale en chute des vannes gonflables en cascade.

Mots-clés : vannes gonflables en cascade, exploitation et commande, décharge en chute.

1. Introduction

Rubber dam is a new type of hydraulic structure that has appeared with the development of high molecular synthetic material featured for its low investment, simple structure, nonresistance to water, and large span. Since its application to the world’s first rubber dam in Los Angeles River of USA in 1957, rubber dam has found wide application in many countries of the world. The rapid development of the rubber dam is owed to rubber dam technique research by experts and scholars. With great research achievements made in rubber dam construction techniques, including the production of rubber bags, the vibration of rubber bags, the deformation and security of water-filled rubber bags etc, more and more experts and scholars begin to attach importance to research in operation and management of rubber dam.

Kahl and Ruell 1989, Conrad and Muldoon 1995, Plaut et al. 1998, and other experts made researches on automatic observation and automatic control of rubber dam operation parameters. Tian 2008 performed research on pilot rubber dam safe operation management automatic system with decision-making support system and put forward a rubber dam safe operation management automatic system for safe operation of rubber dam. Tam and Zhang 1999 and Zhang et al. 2002 put forward problems and problem solutions in all stages of rubber dam construction, operation, and maintenance. Xu et al. 2008 made probes into rubber dams flood control operation in flood season and put forward principles for rubber dam flood control operation in flood season. Li 2007 performed research on comprehensive management and utilization of Jiaonan City Fenghe cascade rubber dams and put forward rubber dam operation and control method. Wu and Meng 2010 made probes into joint operation of Anyang City Henghe River cascade rubber dams and put forward Henghe River joint operation requirements and precautions.

With increase of rubber dams constructed, there are numerous cascade rubber dams constructed in the same river course and operation and control of cascade rubber dams constitutes a problem. At the advent of flood water in flood season, rubber dam fall must be completed before the arrival...
of flood water and dam front water flow must be staggered with upper stream peak so as to avoid increase in natural flood flow by man (Zhang 2008; Xing 2009). So, rubber dam operation and control scheme is of great importance to rubber dam, especially to cascade rubber dams discharge, and to the safety of project and lower reach river course in flood season.

One of the essential factors in formulating a scientific and reasonable rubber dam operation and control scheme is analysis of rubber dam fall discharge law, particularly the maximum discharge and the time of occurrence at the time of rubber dam fall. Research in this field is still lacking. On weir flow theory and water balance principle, this paper puts forward single and cascade rubber dams fall discharge calculation methods, analyses sample rubber dam fall discharge rules to provide references to engineering management institutions in formulating scientific and reasonable rubber dam control and operation.

2. Single rubber dam fall discharge calculation

To facilitate discussion, an analysis is made of a rubber dam upstream of a regular river course and width as shown in Fig. 1.

2.1. Dam upstream storage capacity

Based on Fig. 1, rubber dam upstream storage capacity is calculated as follows.

Rectangle cross-section river course

\[ V = \frac{H}{2}LB = \frac{HH}{2i}B = \frac{H^2}{2i}B \]

Trapezoidal cross-section river course

\[ V = \frac{(B + nH)H}{2i}L = \frac{(B + nH)H^2}{2i} \]

where \( V \) is storage capacity, m\(^3\); \( L \) is dam upstream storage section water surface length, m; \( H \) is dam water retaining height, m; \( B \) is river course width, m; \( n \) is river course side slope; and \( i \) is river course bottom slope.

2.2. Rubber dam discharge calculation basic formula

Rubber dam operation is categorized into 3 modes: (1) normal water retaining, (2) slow dam fall, and (3) complete dam fall. Dam top (bag surface) discharge is categorized into 2 flow statuses: (1) complete dam fall deemed as broad-top weir and (2) rubber dam fully inflated for normal water retaining and slow dam fall with dam bag similar to practical weir, deemed as practical weir. Therefore, rubber dam discharge could be calculated in weir flow formula

\[ Q_t = \frac{m\alpha\sigma B}{2g} \sqrt{2gH_{t0}^{3/2}} \]

where \( Q_t \) is rubber dam discharge at time \( t \), m\(^3\)/s; \( m \) is discharge coefficient; \( \alpha \) is lateral contraction coefficient; \( \sigma \) is immersing coefficient; \( B \) is flow cross-section (rubber dam) net width, m; and \( H_{t0} \) is weir head in calculation of approach velocity at time \( t \), m.

2.2.1. Calculation of weir head before complete rubber dam fall

Weir head at time \( t \) after dam fall is as shown in Fig. 2, calculated in the following formula

\[ H_{t0} = H_{d} + \frac{\alpha V_t^2}{2g} = H_{\text{water}} - H_{\text{Weir}} + \frac{\alpha V_t^2}{2g} \]

where \( H_{t0} \) is weir head at time \( t \), m; \( H_d \) is weir (dam bag) water depth at time \( t \), m; \( H_{\text{water}} \) is weir front water depth at time \( t \) (from rubber dam bottom), m; \( H_{\text{Weir}} \) is rubber dam water retaining height at time \( t \), m; \( V_t \) is approach velocity of rubber dam upstream flow at time \( t \), m/s; and \( \alpha \) is dynamic energy correction factor.

In rubber dam fall process, with the continuation of dam fall time, rubber dam height gradually decreases and dam upstream water storage capacity and dam upstream water depth decrease accordingly with dam bag fall velocity.

If rubber dam water retaining height is \( H \) (before dam fall), with even dam fall and dam fall velocity \( S \) (m/s), then rubber dam water-retaining height at time \( t \) is

\[ H_{t\text{Weir}} = H - S \times t \]

Dam upstream storage capacity in time interval \( t \) is

\[ V_t = V_{t-1} - Q_{t-1} \times \Delta t \]

where \( V_t \) is dam upstream storage capacity at time \( t \), m\(^3\); \( V_{t-1} \) is dam upstream storage capacity at time \( t-1 \), m\(^3\); \( Q_{t-1} \) is average flow at time \( t-1 \) is rubber dam average discharge in the time duration \( \Delta t \), m\(^3\)/s; \( \Delta t \) is time duration length, s.

From eq. [1], weir front water depth \( H_{\text{water}} \) of rectangular river course at time \( t \) is

\[ H_{\text{water}} = \sqrt{\frac{2V_t}{B}} \]

From eq. [2], weir front water depth \( H_{\text{water}} \) of trapezoidal river course at time \( t \) is...
\[ nH_{\text{water}}^3 + RH_{\text{water}}^2 = 2V_t \times i \]

2.2.2. Weir head calculation after complete rubber dam fall

With complete rubber dam fall and continuation of flow time, dam upstream storage capacity and weir water depth gradually decrease. Weir head at time \( t \) could still be calculated in eq. [4], with \( H_{\text{water}} = 0 \).

2.2.3. Rubber dam discharge coefficient

Rubber dam overflow is between broad-top weir and practical weir. Before and during rubber dam fall, its overflow could be calculated as curve-type practical weir with discharge coefficient 0.36–0.45. After complete rubber dam fall, it could be calculated as broad-top weir with discharge coefficient 0.33–0.36 (The Ministry of Water Resources of the People's Republic of China 1999).

2.3. Irregular river course

Water storage capacity of irregular river course could not be calculated in eqs. [1] or [2]. Therefore, weir front water depth at time \( t \) could not be calculated in eqs. [7] or [8] and should be obtained by calculating \( V_t \) from eq. [6] and by referring to relation curve of storage capacity weir front water level \((V-H)\). Other calculations are the same as those of regular river course.

2.4. Calculation method

Calculation of discharge in the process of rubber dam fall should be done at time-intervals. The calculation should proceed in the following order: first, deciding basic parameters should be done at time-intervals. The calculation should proceed in the following order: first, deciding basic parameters should be done at time-intervals. The calculation should proceed in the following order: first, deciding basic parameters should be done at time-intervals.

3. Cascade rubber dam discharge calculations

3.1. Analysis of upstream rubber dam discharge on downstream rubber dam discharge

Upstream rubber dam discharge impact on downstream rubber dam discharge depends on a number of major factors such as the distance between upstream rubber dam and downstream rubber dam, rubber dam fall starting time and dam fall velocity. In the following cases, upstream dam discharge exercises no impact on downstream rubber dam discharge.

1. Long distance between the two rubber dams, where the arrival of upstream rubber dam discharge finds complete discharge of downstream rubber dam stored water with downstream rubber dam fall.
2. Despite the short distance between two rubber dams, downstream rubber dam stored water has been completely drained with completion of dam fall when upstream rubber dam discharge (dam fall) starts.

With upstream rubber dam discharge impact on downstream rubber dam discharge, downstream rubber dam discharge increases. But, as there is a distance between two rubber dams, it takes time for upstream rubber dam discharge to reach downstream rubber dam and therefore discharge of upstream rubber dam could not be simply added to the discharge of downstream rubber dam discharge. Its impact may be calculated by increase in downstream rubber dam capacity with completion of upstream rubber dam discharge.

3.2. Downstream rubber dam discharge calculation

In considering upstream rubber dam impact on downstream rubber dam discharge, rubber dam discharge could still be calculated in the abovementioned method with consideration given to water quantity of upstream rubber dam discharge in eq. [6]. With the time for upstream rubber dam discharge to reach downstream rubber dam as \( T \), rubber dam upstream water storage capacity at time \( t \) could be calculated in the following formula

\[ V_t = V_{t-k-1} - Q_{t-k-1} \times \Delta t + Q_{t-k-n} \times \Delta t \]

\[ K = \frac{T}{\Delta t} \]

where \( Q_{t-k-n} \) is upstream rubber dam discharge in \( t-k \) duration (m³/s); \( k \) is the number of durations (round number) between starting of upstream rubber dam discharge and its arrival at downstream rubber dam; and \( T \) is the duration between upstream rubber dam discharge starting and its arrival at downstream rubber dam (s).

4. Case study

A 3-step rubber dam is constructed in the urban section of a river course as shown in Fig. 3 with river course bottom slope 1/1000, a rectangular cross-section, river course width 50 m, first-step rubber dam height 3.0 m, water storage capacity 225 000 m³, second-step and third-step rubber dam height 2.5 m, water storage capacity 156 250 m³. The process and maximum flows of different dams with different dam fall velocity and dam fall scheme are calculated (with supposed absence of upstream water and short distance between rubber dams and with no consideration given to the duration between upstream dam discharge and its arrival at downstream rubber dam).

4.1. Rubber dam fall scheme

Rubber dam fall is performed in an upward order with dam fall scheme as shown in Table 1.

In Table 1, rubber dam fall schemes 1, 5, and 9 are three schemes for third-step dam simultaneous falls and other
4.2. Calculation of different rubber dams in different schemes

In the selected rubber dam fall scheme, time-interval is 30 s and discharge coefficient before rubber dam complete fall is selected in the range 0.36–0.45 and lateral contraction coefficient is 0.95, with no consideration given to duration between upstream rubber dam discharge starting and its arrival at downstream rubber dam. Calculation of maximum flow and flow occurrence time of different rubber dams in the abovementioned calculation methods are as shown in Table 2. Figure 4 shows third-step rubber dam discharge hydrograph in scheme 7 and Fig. 5 shows second-step rubber dam discharge hydrograph in scheme 13.

### Table 1. Rubber dam operation scheme table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>1st step dam</th>
<th>2nd step dam</th>
<th>3rd step dam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>No dam fall</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Rubber dam maximum discharge calculation table in different dam fall schemes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>1st step dam</th>
<th>Occurrence time</th>
<th>2nd step dam</th>
<th>Occurrence time</th>
<th>3rd step dam</th>
<th>Occurrence time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>1 h 09 min</td>
<td>58.7</td>
<td>1 h 19 min</td>
<td>85.4</td>
<td>1 h 29 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>2 h 09 min</td>
<td>53.8</td>
<td>2 h 11 min</td>
<td>71.6</td>
<td>2 h 13 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>3 h 09 min</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>3 h 06 min</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td>3 h 10 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>6 h 09 min</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>6 h 12 min</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>6 h 12 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>1 h 03 min</td>
<td>70.2</td>
<td>1 h 11 min</td>
<td>103.1</td>
<td>1 h 20 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>2 h 03 min</td>
<td>54.8</td>
<td>2 h 00 min</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>2 h 00 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>3 h 03 min</td>
<td>54.8</td>
<td>3 h 00 min</td>
<td>53.7</td>
<td>3 h 00 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>6 h 03 min</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>6 h 03 min</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>6 h 03 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>0 h 48 min</td>
<td>119.7</td>
<td>0 h 51 min</td>
<td>190.6</td>
<td>1 h 00 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>1 h 48 min</td>
<td>87.8</td>
<td>1 h 30 min</td>
<td>98.0</td>
<td>1 h 00 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>2 h 48 min</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>1 h 37 min</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>0 h 37 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>3 h 18 min</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>1 h 37 min</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>0 h 37 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>1 h 37 min</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>0 h 37 min</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The occurrence time starts from third-step (lowest stream) rubber dam fall; Data in the bracket are maximum discharge and occurrence time during rubber dam fall period.

4.3. Analysis of rubber dam discharge rules

Analysis of the calculation results in Table 2 leads to the discovery of the rules of cascade rubber dams fall discharge as follows:

1. At the same dam fall time of cascade rubber dams, the shorter duration of upward dam falls, the greater impact of upstream rubber dam discharge on downstream rubber dam discharge and the greater discharge of downstream rubber dam. With the same dam fall time in schemes 1–4, scheme 1 shows simultaneous dam fall of third-step rubber dam with third-step rubber dam maximum discharge 85.4 m³/s. Scheme 2 shows time lagging in first-step and second-step rubber dam fall compared with third-step rubber dam fall with third-step rubber dam maximum discharge 71.6 m³/s, lower than that in scheme 1. Time lagging of first-step and second-step rubber dam fall, greater than that in scheme 2, with third-step rubber dam
maximum discharge 47.6 m³/s, less than that in scheme 2. Time lagging of first-step and second-step rubber dam fall in scheme 4 is greater than that in scheme 3 with third-step rubber dam maximum discharge 32.3 m³/s, less than that in scheme 3. Calculation results in other schemes are the same.

2. With the same duration of cascade rubber dam upward dam fall, the shorter the rubber dam fall time (the greater velocity of dam fall), the greater the rubber dam fall maximum discharge. With the same rubber dam fall duration in schemes 2, 6, and 10, rubber dam fall duration is maximum in scheme 2, followed in priority by scheme 6 and scheme 10. Maximum discharge of first, second and third step rubber dam falls is in an ascending order in scheme 2, scheme 6, and scheme 10. In third-step rubber dam, the maximum discharge is in an ascending order, 71.6 m³/s in scheme 2, 75.0 m³/s in scheme 6, and 98.0 m³/s in scheme 10.

3. With completely the same conditions of two rubber dams and the same dam fall time of upstream rubber dam fall duration equal to downstream rubber dam complete dam fall time, upstream rubber dam exercises no impact on downstream rubber dam discharge, where rubber dam maximum discharge depends on upstream water storage quantity and dam fall time. As in scheme 13 in Table 2, third-step rubber dam fall time is 1 h and upstream second-step rubber dam fall duration is 1 h, with the same maximum discharges 60.0 m³/s of two rubber dams.

4. With upstream rubber dam size (storage capacity) greater than that of downstream rubber dam and with upstream rubber dam duration greater than that of downstream rubber dam complete fall time, upstream rubber dam still exercise impact on downstream rubber dam discharge, where downstream river course maximum discharge is dependent on upstream rubber dam (river course) maximum discharge with time lagging of maximum discharge occurrence, as the case in Table 2, where second-step and third-step rubber dam maximum discharge and that of first-step rubber dam are the same in schemes 4, 8, and 12.

5. With the impact of upstream rubber dam discharge, downstream rubber dam discharge process is in a multiple peak curve (Fig. 4); single rubber dam discharge process is in single peak curve (Fig. 5).

5. Conclusion and suggestions

These analyses lead to the following conclusions:

1. The discharge in the process of cascade rubber dam fall is a continuous process, in the engineering design of which calculation may be performed by time-intervals and the shorter the time interval, the more accurate the calculation result.

2. The shorter the duration of upward cascade rubber dams fall, the stronger the impact of upstream rubber dam fall discharge on downstream rubber dam fall discharge.

3. The most important factors in dam fall discharge are rubber dam fall velocity. The greater the dam fall velocity and shorter the time, the greater maximum dam fall discharge. Example: On 18 August 2009, Linyi City Yihe Gezhuang rubber dam (dam height 3 m, dam front storage capacity 7 750 000 m³) fall time 3 h and 20 min, actual maximum discharge 646 m³/s. Huayuan rubber dam (dam...
height 2.4 m, dam front storage capacity 1,750,000 m³),
dam fall time 6 h, actual maximum discharge measured
only 81 m³/s (Zhang et al. 2010). This result has verified
the conclusion in this paper.
4. In the light of conclusions (2) and (3), it is suggested that
in designing cascade rubber dams fall scheme, provided
that conditions of complete dam fall is satisfied before
upstream flood peak arrival, dam fall duration should be
as long as possible while lengthening rubber dam fall
time so as to reduce “man-made flood” from rubber dam
fall to ensure safety of downstream river course.
In addition to that, the method put forward in this paper may
serve as a reference to application by engineering design and
management institutions. As this paper is only a theoretical
research, it is suggested that further research be made in hy-
draulic model tests.
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List of symbols

\( V \) storage capacity

\( L \) dam upstream storage section water surface length

\( H \) dam water retaining height

\( B \) river course width

\( n \) river course side slope

\( i \) river course bottom slope

\( Q_t \) rubber dam discharge at time \( t \)

\( m \) discharge coefficient

\( \varepsilon \) lateral contraction coefficient

\( B \) flow cross-section (rubber dam) net width

\( H_0 \) weir head in calculation of approach velocity at time \( t \)

\( H_{bd} \) weir (dam bag) water depth at time \( t \)

\( H_{Water} \) weir front water depth at time \( t \) (from rubber dam bot-
tom)

\( H_{Weir} \) rubber dam water retaining height at time \( t \)

\( V_f \) approach velocity of rubber dam upstream flow at time \( t \)

\( \Delta t \) time duration length